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Abstract

Dynamics are intricately linked with activity and selectivity when it comes to catalysis, as noted 
for instance in the enzymatic principles of induced fit and allostery, and yet the range of motions 
heterogeneous catalytic sites are able to undergo is poorly understood. Solid-state nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is perhaps the only tool capable of probing the rapid 
conformational dynamics found in heterogeneous catalysts but has historically been restricted by 
its low sensitivity, limiting the detail with which structures can be resolved. Here, we apply solid-
state NMR and dynamic nuclear polarization, in combination with density functional theory 
modeling, to reveal the high-resolution structure and motional freedom of a scandium supported 
complex in three dimensions. The results are contrasted with the study of the analogous homoleptic 
complex in the crystalline state, highlighting the impacts that surface structure may have on the 
dynamics of supported complexes.

Graphical Abstract
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the structure of a metal catalyst is intimately related to its activity and 

selectivity. In fact, a number of numerical and graphical structural descriptors have been designed 
to relate the catalytic activity and selectivity of catalysts to the local structure of their active sites. 
Among them is the Tolman cone angle,1 the accessible molecular surface,2 the percentage of 
buried volume,3-7 the sterimol steric parameters,8 stereocartography,9 solid angles,10,11 and steric 
maps.12-15 Generally, steric interactions are assumed to disfavor particular transition states and 
promote selectivity, for instance in the case of asymmetric catalysis.16

While the influence that molecular structure has on catalysis is well documented, static 
structures do not tell the whole story. Enzymes generally are highly dynamic and alter their 
structures through the principles of allostery and induced fit17 to favor a given transition state and 
product.18-20 The behavior of a catalytic site thus goes beyond so-called steric and electronic effects 
of a single structure, and it is necessary to consider the potential influence of structural dynamics 
on its performance. Note that while the term dynamics is often used in the context of catalysis to 
refer to bulk structural changes occurring over large timescales, such as particle migration, 
oxidation, etc.,21 here it will be used exclusively in the context of molecular dynamics, namely, 
the conformational changes that occur at equilibrium that are responsible for the (de)stabilization 
of transition states.

Dynamics have been shown to influence not only enzyme chemistry but also homogeneous 
catalysis where structural flexibility has been linked to enhanced activity.22-30 Similar arguments 
have also been made in the case of single-site heterogeneous catalysts.31 In supported metal 
catalysis, the rapid dynamics of metal clusters has also been shown to generate short-lived highly-
active species that are thought to dominate catalysis.32,33 While the influence of dynamics have 
been noted, our understanding of their scope in most systems remains limited. To date, studies of 
dynamics have been largely limited to the realm of computation. Experimentally, few techniques 
are sensitive to motions occurring on the sub-nanosecond timescale, particularly those that do not 
lead to bulk structural changes. Chief among them is solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance 
(SSNMR) spectroscopy. 

SSNMR spectroscopy has the potential to reveal not only the precise structure of a 
heterogeneous catalyst in three-dimensions, a feat that was recently demonstrated34 with the use 
of sensitivity enhancement through dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP),35-37 but also to reveal 
structural dynamics with the same level of detail. SSNMR measurements are site-specific, 
meaning that the motions throughout a molecule, or ligand, can be determined independently and 
their relationships can be used to elucidate the three-dimensional conformation space of a catalyst. 
This potential has already been demonstrated with the SSNMR observation of dynamic ligand 
exchange38-41 as well as the observation that the metal dynamics in silica-supported Mo, Ta, W, 
and Re alkylidene catalysts may be related to the identity of the metal, with the lighter Mo catalysts 
being bound more tightly to the surface.42 There is also SSNMR evidence that the “roughness” of 
the silica surface may prevent certain motional modes in surface-supported moieties.43

Herein we apply SSNMR spectroscopy to study the structure and dynamics of scandium 
amidinate species, as a homoleptic tris-ligand complex and its congener grafted to the surface of 
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silica. Rare earth amidinate complexes, including scandium complexes, are known to be efficient 
polymerization catalysts, and also have notable catalytic activity in reactions such as carbodiimide 
additions.44 Both conventional and DNP-enhanced SSNMR spectroscopy, along with periodic 
density functional theory (DFT) simulations, are used to elucidate the podality and configuration 
of the supported complex and determine its static three-dimensional structure. We then use the 
45Sc SSNMR lineshape as well as site-specific 1H-13C and 1H-45Sc dipolar couplings to probe the 
conformational freedom of the complex. In combining these measurements with DFT-based 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations we mapped the motions onto in space and obtain a dynamic 
three-dimensional structure for the supported metal complex.

2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis

All manipulations were carried out under inert conditions, either using Schlenk techniques 
or in a glovebox under a purified nitrogen atmosphere, unless stated otherwise. Dry and degassed 
solvents were used throughout. Pentane was sparged with nitrogen, passed through activated 
alumina columns, and stored under nitrogen. Benzene-d6 was degassed via three consecutive 
freeze-pump-thaw cycles, dried over Na/K alloy, vacuum transferred, and stored over molecular 
sieves under nitrogen. Tris(N,N'-di-i-propylformamidinato)scandium(III) was purchased from 
Strem Chemicals and used without further purification. Fumed silica (Aerosil) of surface area 300 
m2/g was purchased from Evonik, calcined at 300°C for 12 h and then partially dehydroxylated at 
300 °C for 12 h. Titration of the surface silanols in this material with Mg(CH2Ph)2(O2C4H8)2 
revealed a surface OH loading of 0.95 ± 0.05 mmol/g. 

In a nitrogen glovebox, Sc(iPrNCHNiPr)3 (0.3 g, 0.70 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous 
pentane (7 mL). This solution was added to a suspension of Aerosil (0.60 g) in pentane (7 mL), 
and the resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature for 4 h. The suspension was allowed to 
settle, and the supernatant liquid was decanted. The residual solid was washed with pentane (3 × 
5 mL) and dried overnight in vacuo to afford a white powder. IR (DRIFTs, cm–1): 3671, 3201, 
2965, 2931, 2868, 2850, 2768, 2599, 1660 (C=N), 1558, 1464, 1377, 1359, 1341, 1320 (see Figure 
S8). Elemental analysis for Sc(iPrNCHNiPr)2@SiO2: C, 8.45; H, 1.56; N, 2.61; Sc, 1.93.

The number of iPrNCHNiPr groups per Sc center was determined using a combination of 
solution-state NMR experiments. We first performed titration experiment wherein methanol is 
used to protonate, and dissociate, the amidinate ligands that are bound to scandium. In an NMR 
tube containing a suspension of grafted Sc material (10.6 mg) in benzene-d6, dry and degassed 
methanol (20 µL, 0.494 mmol) was added. The amount of free ligand was quantified by 1H NMR 
to be 0.008 mmol, using tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (5.3 mg, 0.016 mmol) as an internal standard. 
When combined with an ICP-OES measurement of the Sc loading (1.9 wt % Sc, 0.43 mmol Sc/g) 
this experiment revealed that there were 1.8 ± 0.2 iPrNCHNiPr groups per Sc center. The grafting 
reaction was then repeated in an NMR tube to instead measure the quantity of amidinate ligands 
that are released during grafting. For this, Sc(iPrNCHNiPr)3 (14.2 mg, 0.0333 mmol) was 
dissolved in benzene-d6 and added to a suspension of Aerosil (11.7 mg, 0.011 mmol Si-OH) in 
benzene-d6 in the NMR tube. The amount of free ligand released during grafting was quantified 
by 1H NMR to be 0.009 mmol, while there remained 0.0248 mmol of the free metal complex in 
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solution. As such, 0.0085 mmol of the complexes were consumed, releasing on average 1.06 free 
ligands each. 79% of all Si-OH sites on the surface were consumed. Hexamethylbenzene (2.8 mg, 
0.017 mmol) was used as an internal standard.

2.2. Characterization Methods
Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectra were recorded on a Bruker 

VERTEX 80 IR spectrometer using a Harrick Praying Mantis accessory and a sealed, ambient-
pressure sample chamber consisting of a dome with ZnSe windows. Elemental analysis was 
performed using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Series II CHN/S. Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical 
Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was performed to measure the amount of scandium present in 
the material. The samples (2.0 – 4.0 mg each) were digested for 24 h in aqueous HF and aqua-
regia (0.18% and 5% respectively) and analyzed in a Perkin Elmer Optima 2100 DV Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscope.

2.3. Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy
Conventional solid-state NMR experiments were performed using either an Agilent DD2 

400 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 3.2 mm magic angle spinning (MAS) probe or a Varian 
VNMRS 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with either a 3.2 mm or a 1.6 mm MAS probe. All rotors 
were packed under an inert atmosphere using a glovebox and spun using nitrogen gas to limit air 
exposure. Room temperature 13C{1H} windowed proton-detected local field (wPDLF)45,46 
experiments were acquired at 9.4 T using a spinning frequency of 11.111 kHz and a 100 kHz 1H 
radiofrequency (rf) power for all pulses. The 13C inversion pulse lasted 5 μs. Heteronuclear dipolar 
recoupling was achieved using the R185

2 pulse sequence47 and a π/20–τ–π/20 composite R element 
with a 50% window duration.48 Polarization transfer from 1H to 13C was achieved using cross-
polarization with the contact time set to 150 μs to minimize 1H spin diffusion and the intensity of 
the zero frequency spike. The t1 evolution period was incremented in steps of 40 μs which consists 
of four composite inversion pulses, and the minimum step size for the experiment. A total of 32 t1 
increments were acquired, each consisting of 15,360 transients with a recycle delay of 1 s.

1H{45Sc} rotational-echo saturation pulse double-resonance (RESPDOR)49 experiments 
were performed using a spinning frequency of 33.333 kHz. 1H excitation and refocusing pulses 
utilized a 100 kHz radiofrequency power and heteronuclear dipolar recoupling was achieved using 
the SR42

1 recoupling sequence50,51 and a π0 basic R element. The recoupling time was incremented 
in steps of 120 μs, consisting of 8 1H composite inversion pulses. 128 scans were accumulated for 
each t1 increment with a recycle delay of 2 s.

1H double-quantum single-quantum (DQ/SQ) experiments were performed using the back-
to-back (BaBa) recoupling sequence52 and recoupling was achieved using a total of two rotor 
cycles of recoupling for both excitation and reconversion. The spinning frequency was set to 36 
kHz. A total of 64 t1 increments of 27.78 μs were acquired, each consisting of 128 scans with a 
recycle delay of 1 s.

45Sc SSNMR experiments were performed on either static or spinning samples with the 
spinning frequency set to 16 kHz for the latter. A Hahn echo pulse sequence was used with an echo 
delay of 62.5 μs for both the static and MAS experiments. Recycle delays were set to 1 s and scans 
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totaled between 1024 and 10240 for the molecular complex and 57,344 and 32,768 for the grafted 
complex in the experiments performed at 9.4 and 14.1 T, respectively.

DNP-enhanced solid-state NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker 400 
MHz/264 GHz MAS-DNP NMR spectrometer equipped with a 3.2 mm low-temperature MAS 
probe.53 To enable simultaneous tuning to both 13C and 45Sc (100.7 and 97.3 MHz, respectively) 
the X channel of the probe was split with the use a REDOR box manufactured by NMR-service. 
All DNP experiments were performed at around 100 K with samples impregnated with a 16 mM 
solution of the TEKPol biradical54 in dry 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane;55 in the case of the wPDLF 
experiment perdeuterated 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane was used.56 The recycle delay was set to 4.7 s, 
which corresponded to 1.3 T1, to maximize sensitivity. Polarization transfer from hyperpolarized 
1H spins was achieved with 650 μs of cross-polarization with the exception of the wPDLF 
experiments where it was reduced to 150 μs. 13C{45Sc} RESPDOR was performed at a spinning 
frequency of 10 kHz using XY-857 rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) recoupling.58 The 
13C inversion pulses used for REDOR lasted 10 μs. The recoupling time was incremented in steps 
of 400 μs and each spectrum consisted of 320 scans. The split 1.5tR 45Sc saturation pulse59 had a 
radiofrequency power of roughly 100 kHz which was sufficient to saturate the RESPDOR 
dephasing. The same sequence was used to recouple 15N-45Sc dipolar interactions, however, the 
45Sc saturation pulse no longer needed to be split as it was possible to apply simultaneous pulses 
to both 15N and 45Sc. The recoupling time was incremented in steps of 800 μs and a total of 128 
scans were acquired for each spectrum. The 15N inversion pulses lasted 12 μs and the contact time 
was set to 4 ms. DNP-enhanced 13C{1H} wPDLF experiments were performed using the same 
radiofrequency power and spinning frequency as those used for the room temperature 
measurements. 32 scans were acquired for each t1 increment and the recycle delay was set to 4 s.

2.4. Density Functional Theory 
Plane-wave DFT calculations were carried out using the CASTEP software package 

(version 2018).60 NMR calculations were performed using the Gauge-Including Projector 
Augmented-Wave (GIPAW) module as implemented within CASTEP.61,62 The exchange-
correlation (XC) functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)63 was used for all calculations 
with a plane-wave energy cutoff of 489.8 eV and reciprocal space sampled by the Γ point. Total 
energies were converged to changes below 2 × 10-6 eV/atom.

Geometry optimizations were carried out using the default “on-the-fly” ultrasoft 
pseudopotentials (USPP) contained within CASTEP.64 Calculations on the molecular complex 
were conducted with the molecule suspended in a 50 Å × 50 Å × 50 Å box. The structure of the 
molecule was optimized with a maximum force tolerance of 5 × 10-2 eV/Å, a maximum atomic 
displacement tolerance of 2 × 10-3 Å, and a total energy convergence tolerance of 2 × 10-5 eV/atom.

To model the grafted molecule, multiple amorphous silica surfaces were used which were 
based on the models reported by Comas-Vives.65 These structures were re-optimized to account 
for differences in XC functional, pseudopotentials, etc. Following this optimization, the scandium 
complex was attached to an appropriate hydroxyl site on the surface, replacing the H with the 
complex. The bottom six atomic layers of the silica surface were then fixed, and the other atomic 
positions were allowed to relax. The constraints on the geometry optimization were a maximum 
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force tolerance of 0.1 eV/Å, a maximum atomic displacement tolerance of 5 × 10-3 Å, and a total 
energy convergence tolerance of 5 × 10-5 eV/atom.

For GIPAW calculations of both the molecular complex and the grafted molecules, a 
custom Sc USPP was used. A known issue with magnetic shielding calculations of some alkaline 
earth and rare earth elements is that the amount of hybridization between the oxygen 2p and 
unoccupied d and f orbitals is overestimated.66 This has affected calculated magnetic shielding 
constants in systems containing Ca2+, Sc3+, and La3+, among others.67,68 The spurious hybridization 
can be mitigated by shifting the appropriate d or f pseudopotential channel to a higher energy.66 
The details of how we selected an appropriate energy for shifting the Sc 3d orbital are provided in 
the supporting information. 

The electric field gradient (EFG) and magnetic shielding tensors were calculated for all 
systems. Isotropic magnetic shielding constants (σiso) were converted to isotropic chemical shifts 
using the usual relation (δiso = σref - σiso). σref, which in the case of 45Sc corresponds to the 45Sc 
magnetic shielding in a 0.06 M solution of Sc(NO3)3 in D2O, was determined through the 
calculation of the shielding in a secondary solid reference compound: Sc2O3.69 Sc2O3 contains two 
crystallographically inequivalent Sc sites for which we calculated σiso values of 770.41 ppm and 
749.92 ppm. Using the experimental δiso values reported by Kim et al.,70 we obtained a computed 
σref value of 874.3 ppm.

In addition to calculating the NMR parameters of the static structures, calculations were 
also performed on randomly-selected snapshots of the MD calculation. Ten snapshots were used 
for the calculation of magnetic shielding tensors, while the EFG tensors were calculated for sixty 
snapshots. 

2.5. Molecular Dynamics
MD simulations were performed using plane-wave DFT via the VASP package (version 

5.4.4.).71,72 We used the PBE exchange-correlation functional and the standard projector-
augmented-wave (PAW) potentials that are included in the package.73,74 The plane-wave energy 
cutoff was set to 400 eV. The NVT (or canonical) ensemble and the Nose-Hoover thermostat were 
used for temperature control.75,76 In order to obtain sufficiently long trajectories for NMR analysis 
(up to 100 ps), the DFT optimized structures (section 2.4) were truncated with the following 
procedure. First, all silicon atoms that are separated from the scandium atom by a distance greater 
than a cutoff value Lc were discarded. The coordination spheres of the remaining silicon atoms 
were then completed, and the oxygen dangling bonds were capped by hydrogen atoms. All atoms 
that are left unconnected with the central cluster were discarded. Finally, we froze all silicon atoms 
that are farther than Lc/2 from the scandium center. To improve computational efficiency, the 
truncated system was also placed in a smaller box for the MD simulations than was used for the 
geometry optimization. For example, using Lc=9 Å, we reduce a system consisting of 103 Si atoms 
to a system of 23 Si atoms for MD simulations, in a 20 Å × 20 Å × 20 Å box. All simulations are 
conducted at a temperature of 300 K.

3. Theory
3.1. Dipolar Coupling
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Nuclear spins couple with one another directly through dipolar coupling.77 The dipolar 
coupling constant (RDD) depends only on the internuclear distance (r1,2) as well as some 
fundamental constants, namely the permittivity of free space (μ0), the gyromagnetic ratios of the 
nuclei involved (γi), and the reduced Planck constant (ħ).

 (1)𝑅DD = (𝜇0

4𝜋)(𝛾1𝛾2ħ
2𝜋 )𝑟 ―3

1,2

The interaction produces a splitting (ΔνD) of the lines that depends on the angle (θ) between 
the internuclear vector and the magnetic field, B0.

 (2)∆νD = 𝑅DD(3cos2𝜃 ― 1)

As a result of dynamic processes, θ becomes time-dependent and, as such, so does ΔνD. In 
the case of single-bond dipolar coupling, r1,2, and as such RDD, is generally assumed to be largely 
time-independent. This approximation is, however, invalid in the case of multiple bond coupling, 
in which case it is important to consider both the time dependence in θ as well as r1,2. In this 
circumstance, it is most convenient to describe the interaction as a Cartesian tensor, D. D is a 
traceless and axially-symmetric tensor (at least in the absence of dynamics) that is given by the 
following in its principal axis system (PAS), i.e., with the internuclear vector oriented along the 
magnetic field.

 (3)𝐃PAS = 𝑅DD[1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 ―2]

The orientation of the internuclear vector with respect to the magnetic field can be 
described using a polar angle system (ϕ and θ) where ϕ is the positive angle between the projection 
of the internuclear vector in the plane perpendicular to B0 and an arbitrary vector within this plane 
designated as the x axis. We used the procedure described by Bryce et al.78 to calculate θ and ϕ 
from a molecular structure. The Cartesian tensor can be rotated away from its PAS to the direction 
of the internuclear vector (the LAB frame) as follows:

(4)𝐃LAB = 𝐑 ―1(𝜃,𝜙)𝐃PAS𝐑(𝜃,𝜙)

where the rotation matrix R is given by:

(5)𝐑(𝜃,𝜙) = [cos𝜃cos𝜙 cos𝜃sin𝜙 ―sin𝜃
―sin𝜙 cos𝜙 0

sin𝜃cos𝜙 sin𝜃sin𝜙 cos𝜃 ]
In this new coordinate system, the dipolar coupling tensor takes the form:

.  (6)𝐃LAB = 𝑅DD[cos2𝜙(1 ― 3sin2𝜃) + sin2𝜙 3/2sin2𝜙sin2𝜃 3cos𝜃cos𝜙sin𝜃
3/2sin2𝜙sin2𝜃 cos2𝜙 + cos2𝜃sin2𝜙 ― 2sin2𝜃sin2𝜙 ―3cos𝜃sin𝜙sin𝜃
3cos𝜃cos𝜙sin𝜃 ―3cos𝜃sin𝜙sin𝜃 1 ― 3cos2𝜃 ]

In the fast motion limit it is sufficient to describe a new motionally-averaged dipolar coupling 
tensor, Dave, which is simply the element-wise average of DLAB.
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 (7)𝐃ave =
1
𝑡∫𝑡

0𝐃LAB𝑑𝑡

We can then diagonalize Dave to extract its three new principle components (|D11| ≤ |D22| ≤ 
|D33|). The averaged dipolar coupling constant  is given by -D33/2. Dynamics may also 〈𝑅DD〉
introduce a non-zero dipolar asymmetry ( ); however, this asymmetry seldom impacts 𝜂D =

𝐷11 ― 𝐷22

𝐷33

the results of dipolar coupling experiments such as those performed as a part of this study. As such 
it is possible to summarize the experimental impact of the dynamic motions into a single parameter 
known as the order parameter, , which simply corresponds to the factor by which the magnitude 〈𝑆〉
of the dipolar coupling is reduced by the dynamic motions.

(8)〈𝑆〉 =
〈𝑅DD〉
𝑅𝐷𝐷

Innumerable different motional modes can produce the same value of , however, in 〈𝑆〉
increasing the number of  values that are measured for a given molecule or site it is possible to 〈𝑆〉
rule out certain scenarios. Usually some form of full79 or hindered43,80,81 rotation about a particular 
axis, such as a Gaussian oscillation or the typical methyl rotation, is invoked, however, we will 
instead be coupling SSNMR measurements with the molecular dynamics calculations of .〈𝑆〉

3.2. Second-Order Quadrupolar Coupling
The approach outlined in section 3.1 is only valid in the limit of fast dynamics and for first-

order properties such as dipolar coupling, first-order quadrupolar coupling, and chemical shift 
anisotropy. When the dynamics appear on the NMR timescale, or involve a second-order property, 
such as the second-order quadrupolar effects that influence the central transition (m = ½ to -½) of 
a half-integer quadrupolar nucleus (spin I > 1), a different approach is required. This section will 
revise how the impacts of dynamics on the NMR spectra of a half-integer quadrupolar nucleus 
(45Sc, I = 7/2)  can be modeled.

The shift in the resonance frequency of the central transition of a quadrupolar nucleus, 
ignoring chemical shift effects, is given by the following expression where the quadrupolar 
coupling constant can be obtained through its usual definition ( ).82𝐶Q =

𝑒𝑄𝑉33

ℎ

 (9)𝜔CT = [ 𝑒𝑄
4𝐼(2𝐼 ― 1)ℏ]26[4𝐼(𝐼 + 1) ― 3]

𝜔0
[2𝑉1𝑉 ―1 + 𝑉2𝑉 ―2]

The second-rank quadrupolar spherical tensor in its PAS is given as the following.

 (10)𝐕PAS = [𝑉 ―2,PAS
𝑉 ―1,PAS
𝑉0,PAS
𝑉1,PAS
𝑉2,PAS

] = [𝜂𝑉33/ 24
0

𝑉33/2
0

𝜂𝑉33/ 24
]

The quadrupolar asymmetry parameter, η, is defined as  and the EFG tensor principal 𝜂 =
𝑉11 ― 𝑉22

𝑉33

components, Vii, are ordered as |V11| ≤ |V22| ≤ |V33|.
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The values of Vi in the lab frame can be calculated with a sequence of Wigner rotations, 
for instance as83

 (11)𝐕LAB = 𝓓2(𝜙,𝜃,0)𝓓2(𝛼i,𝛽i,𝛾i)𝐕PAS

for the calculation of the resonance frequency in the static case, where αi, βi, and γi are the Euler 
angles relating the molecular orientation ‘i’ to the crystal frame, and

(12)𝐕LAB = 𝓓2(𝜔𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾rot,𝜃𝑀,0)𝓓2(𝜙,𝜃,0)𝓓2(𝛼i,𝛽i,𝛾i)𝐕PAS

when including MAS,84 where θM is the magic angle ( ), ωR is the 𝜃M = cos ―1 1/3 ≈ 54.74°
spinning frequency in angular units, t is time, and γrot is the rotor phase at time zero. 2 are second-𝓓
rank Wigner rotation matrices that have elements of 

 (13)𝒟2
m,n(𝛼,𝛽,𝛾) = 𝑒 ―𝑖𝑚𝛼𝑑2

m,n(𝛽)𝑒 ―𝑖𝑛𝛾

where  are the reduced Wigner rotation matrix elements.𝑑2
m,n(𝛽)

To calculate the effects of intermediate dynamics on the lineshape calculations must be 
performed in the time domain. The free induction decay G(t) is calculated by propagating the 
transverse magnetization M(t) according to the instantaneous resonance frequency, which is 
calculated using equation 9. Note that here M(t) and G(t) are equivalent.

 (14)𝐺(𝑡) = 𝑀(𝑡) = exp [𝑖𝜔CT𝑡]𝑀(0)

In the case of MAS, the resonance frequency becomes time-dependent and as such small 
time steps Δt need to be used during which ωCT(t) can be assumed to be time independent.

 (15)𝐺(𝑡) = 𝑀(𝑡) = exp [𝑖𝜔CT(𝑡)𝛥𝑡]𝑀(𝑡 ―  𝛥𝑡)

Jump dynamics can be included in equations 14 and 15 using an exchange matrix K with 
off-diagonal elements of ki,j, the exchange rate constant for a jump between orientations i and j, 
and diagonal elements of:

. (16)𝑘i,i = ∑
j,j ≠ i ― 𝑘i,j

The rate constants ki,j are related to the free energy of activation of the motion (ΔG‡
i,j) 

through the following relationship where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and 
R is the gas constant.

(17)𝑘i,j =
𝑘B𝑇

ℎ exp ( ― Δ𝐺 ‡
i,j

𝑅𝑇 )
The resonance frequencies of the different jump orientations are organized into a diagonal 

matrix Ω with elements of ωCT,i(t) to reformulate equation 15 as:

 (18)𝐌(𝑡) = exp [[𝑖𝛀 + 𝐊]𝛥𝑡]𝐌(𝑡 ―  𝛥𝑡)
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There, M(t) is a column vector with elements, Mi(t), corresponding to the magnetization 
associated with each jump orientation i; at time zero, Mi(0) = 1. The free induction decay signal is 
simply the sum of the magnetization from each of these jump orientations.

 (19)𝐺(𝑡) = ∑
i𝑀i(𝑡)

The NMR spectrum is then obtained by performing a Fourier transformation of the free 
induction decay signal G(t). Powder averaging was accomplished by looping over θ from 0 to π in 
a cosinusoidal fashion, to produce the correct sinθ statistical distribution, and ϕ and γrot were looped 
from 0 to 2π linearly.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Molecular Complex

A schematic representation of the structure of the tris(N,N'-di-i-
propylformamidinato)scandium(III) complex (1) is given in Figure 1b. This complex features three 
bidentate amidinate ligands that bond to a six-coordinate Sc forming three metallocyclic 4-
membered rings; the N-bonded substituents on the amidinates are i-propyl groups (iPr). The high 
rigidity of the amidinate chelate ring allows the motion of the central carbon and hydrogen atoms 
on the ligand to be used to directly probe the motions of the Sc center, for instance, free rotation 
about the Sc-O bond in the grafted analogue. The iPr groups can undergo two additional rotations, 
about the N-C bond and about the C-C bond, giving methyl rotation, both of which can be probed 
through the measurement of 1H-13C dipolar coupling (see section 3.1.).

We first performed a 13C{1H} wPDLF experiment on this sample. The wPDLF sequence 
used in this study is depicted in Figure 1a. The 1H-13C dipolar interactions are first recoupled using 
the γ-encoded R182

5 pulse sequence47 employing a windowed R element48 which serves to greatly 
improve the robustness of the sequence with respect to rf maladjustments.46,85 The phase of the 
recoupling is then inverted to refocus the recoupled 1H CSA while the refocusing of the 1H-13C 
dipolar interaction is prevented by the simultaneous application of a 13C inversion pulse. A short 
cross-polarization (CP) contact time is then applied to transfer the dipolar-modulated 1H 
magnetization to its directly-bonded 13C site for detection. γ-encoded sequences produce much 
more pronounced dipolar oscillations than their non-γ-encoded counterparts and can be Fourier 
transformed to obtain a well-resolved doublet for each 1H-13C spin pair. Like sequences such as 
polarization inversion spin exchange at the magic angle (PISEMA),86 this potentially enables for 
the distinction of multiple overlapping order parameters from the same resonance, for instance in 
the event that the dynamics are non-homogeneous. This cannot be done with sequences such as 
dipolar chemical shift correlation (DIPSHIFT)87 and REDOR.58 Since the dipolar interactions are 
reintroduced onto the 1H magnetization, the behavior is identical for CH, CH2 and CH3 moieties 
in the absence of dynamics, which further simplifies the analysis.45

The 13C{1H} CPMAS and wPDLF spectra acquired on 1 are shown in Figure 1b. In the 
wPDLF spectrum dashed horizontal lines highlight the expected dipolar splitting for a rigid C-H 
bond. Clearly, all the dipolar couplings are dramatically reduced with the amidinate carbon ‘A’ 
having an  of 0.12, with the other carbon sites featuring further smaller  values. This indicates 〈𝑆〉 〈𝑆〉
that the complex undergoes nearly isotropic motions in the crystal. The DFT-optimized structure 
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for this complex does have a somewhat round shape and thus these motions are understandable 
(Figure S7).

Figure 1. (a) 13C{1H} wPDLF pulse sequence diagram. (b) 2D 13C{1H} wPDLF NMR spectrum 
of the molecular Sc complex 1. The structure of the complex is depicted above the spectrum with 
its three chemically-distinct 13C sites labelled on both the structure and the spectrum. The 13C{1H} 
CPMAS NMR spectrum is overlaid above the 2D wPDLF spectrum and slices along the dipolar 
coupling dimension are shown to display the recoupled dipolar doublets. Dashed lines in (b) 
highlight the expected dipolar splitting in the absence of C-H dynamics.

To corroborate these measurements, we additionally measured the 1H-45Sc dipolar 
couplings using a 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR experiment (Figure 2a). SR42

1 dipolar recoupling50 was 
applied at the 1H frequency to simultaneously recouple 1H-45Sc dipolar interactions and decouple 
the 1H homonuclear dipolar interactions. Two datasets are acquired both in the presence or absence 
of a 45Sc saturation pulse which produces a reference dataset (S0) and a recoupled dataset (S). The 
normalized difference between the two (ΔS/S0) can be simulated with existing analytical 
expressions.51 A dephasing efficiency of 75% was assumed for all RESPDOR simulations 
throughout this study.

As can be seen from the experimental RESPDOR dephasing curve for 1H ‘A’ in 1 (Figure 
2c), the dephasing is far slower than would be expected from a rigid 1H-45Sc internuclear vector 
and is best fitted with an order parameter of 0.2, in agreement with the 13C{1H} wPDLF result.
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Figure 2. (a) 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR pulse sequence diagram. A dashed pulse on the 45Sc channel 
indicates that this pulse is either applied or ignored to acquire the S and S0 signals, respectively. 
(b) 1H MAS NMR spectrum of molecular Sc complex 1. The different 1H resonances are labeled 
both on the spectrum and the molecular structure depicted above it. (c) 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR 
dephasing curve measured for 1H site A. Two simulated curves are shown corresponding to H-Sc 
order parameters of 1 (red) and 0.2 (black) demonstrating that the Sc-H vector is dynamic.

To gain further information into the type of motion the complex undergoes in the crystal 
we have analyzed the 45Sc static and MAS NMR lineshapes (see Figure 3). As the second-order 
quadrupolar interaction felt by the central transition of a quadrupolar nucleus requires icosahedral 
symmetry to average, rather than cubic symmetry in the case of the dipolar interaction, it is able 
to probe a wider range of motions.83 The static lineshapes at room temperature resemble those 
expected from CSA, an interaction which would be eliminated by MAS. The MAS spectra, 
however, also resemble CSA powder patterns, albeit with an inverted skew. The only dynamic 
mode we were able to identify that could simultaneously replicate both the static and MAS 
lineshapes was one where the complex reorients itself in the crystal along the vertices of a cube; 
for instance with α = {0, 90°, 180°, 270°}, β = 54.74°, and γ = 0° (see Figure 3). This dynamic 
mode is also in agreement with the minute 1H-13C order parameters measured for this complex as 
this type of motions would completely average the 1H-13C and 1H-45Sc dipolar interactions (i.e., 

 = 0). 〈𝑆〉
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We have further acquired the 45Sc MAS spectra as a function of temperature from 300 to 
100 K in order to determine the timescale of the reorientation. The data around the coalescence 
point (~250 K) are shown in Figure 3a; no significant lineshape changes occurred outside of this 
range. All spectra were fit to a single ΔG‡ value of 48 ± 1 kJ/mol, with the exchange constant for 
a given temperature calculated according to equation 17. The next section will evaluate how the 
dynamics of this complex are impacted by its anchoring onto a solid surface.

Figure 3. (a) 45Sc MAS spectra acquired at a magnetic field of 9.4 T and the indicated temperature 
(black) with simulations (black) using a ΔG‡ value of 48 kJ/mol for the reorientation. Static and 
MAS spectra acquired at two fields of 14.1 T (b) and 9.4 T (c) are also shown which were acquired 
at 300 K. Simulations were performed using the fourfold jump model depicted in (d). This 
corresponds to tetrahedral/cubic rearrangement of the V33 EFG tensor component (pink double 
arrow) which is aligned perpendicular to the plane encompassing the three amidinate ligands.

4.2. Grafted Complex
4.2.1. Configuration and Podality

Grafting 1 onto the surface of silica can produce a number of different configurations, the 
four most likely being depicted in Figure 4. Generally, the formation of a Sc-O bond with the silica 
requires the protonation of an amidinate ligand by the surface silanol, which results in the 
dissociation of the resulting amidine molecule. In principle, mono- (3) di- (2) and tripodal 
complexes can be formed, however the complex is unlikely to find the three nearby silanols 
required to form a tripodal complex. In addition, dipodal complexes featuring protonated ligands 
(4 and 5) may also be formed if the ligand remains coordinated to the scandium center after the 
complex is grafted.
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Figure 4. Scheme depicting the grafting reaction of 1 with silica. Four possible coordination 
modes are listed (2-5).

We first performed 1H-1H double-quantum-single-quantum (DQ/SQ) spectroscopy, using 
the BaBa sequence,52 on the grafted complex in order to determine whether dipodal complex 3 is 
the dominant configuration. This complex has only a single ‘A’ proton (see Figures 4 and 5) and 
as such cannot form an A-A double-quantum coherence. As can be seen in Figure 5, the dominant 
correlation to 1H ‘A’ was to another ‘A’ site from an adjacent ligand, strongly suggesting that there 
are two ligands coordinated to the metal, although there is a distinct possibility of having inter-
complex correlations. 

Figure 5. 1D 1H MAS and 2D 1H-1H DQ/SQ NMR spectra of the grafted complex. The peaks and 
their assignments are labeled onto structure 2. Correlations between all three sites are observed, 
including a dominant homocorrelation for site A, demonstrating that there are multiple amidinate 
ligands coordinated to the Sc center. A shoulder next to the resonance from site C may be due to 
free silanols.

We next acquired the 45Sc MAS NMR spectra for this complex, which featured a lineshape 
broadened by a distribution of EFG tensor parameters (see Figure 6). Its simulation using a 
Gaussian distribution of CQ values and a flat distribution of η values, using the software quadfit,88 
suggested that the mean CQ is of 17 MHz and has a standard deviation of 4 MHz, and that the mean 
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isotropic chemical shift is 125 ppm (see Table 1). To analyze the data we performed GIPAW DFT 
calculations of the 45Sc EFG and magnetic shielding tensors for compounds 1–4 (5 was ignored as 
it does not agree with 13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR measurements, vide infra). Three to five grafting 
locations onto previously-published amorphous silica structures65 were trialed to evaluate the 
variability of the parameters. In addition, for one of these grafting locations the GIPAW DFT 
calculations were repeated for various snapshots of an MD simulation to view to what degree the 
parameters vary for a given single grafting location. The 45Sc EFG and magnetic shielding tensors 
were found to vary considerably for all grafted structures, in agreement with the experimental 
spectra (see Table 1), however, the four-coordinate structure 3 had far larger predicted CQ values 
than those measured experimentally and thus, in agreement with the 1H DQ/SQ data, it is unlikely 
to exist in large quantities on the surface. This result is also in agreement with our methanol 
titration experiments that showed that there are 1.8 ± 0.2 amidinate ligands for every grafted Sc 
atom, as well as our in situ grafting reaction that showed that 1.06 amidines is released for each 
complex that gets grafted to the surface. In addition, from elemental analysis we measured that 
there are 2.2 ± 0.3 ligands per Sc. Similar analyses have been done in the past to study the 
coordination of grafted Sc complexes.89,90 

Figure 6. 45Sc MAS NMR spectra of the grafted complex acquired at magnetic fields of 14.1 T 
(top) and 9.4 T (bottom). Best fit simulated spectra are overlaid in red. 

Table 1. Experimental and DFT-calculated 45Sc NMR parameters.

sample δiso / ppma sn(δiso)b / ppm |CQ| / MHzc sn(|CQ|)b / MHz η sn(η)b

1, expt 177 ± 2 0 11.0 ± 0.3 0.0 0.1 ± 0.1 0.00
1, calc. 167 0  8.1 0.0 0.57 0.00
2, expt. 125 ± 15 20 17.0 ± 3.0 4.0 0.50 ꝏd

2, calc.e 186 24 33.6 8.3 0.46 0.21
2, calc.f 201 13 22.9 6.3 0.60 0.23
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3, calc.g 241 8 43.2 6.0 0.78 0.16
4, calc.h 135 3 23.1 1.3 0.34 0.04

aCalculated δiso values were obtained using an absolute shielding constant (σref) of 874.26 ppm, 
which was calculated using Sc2O3. bIn simulations and calculations involving ranges of parameters 
the average and standard deviation (sn) for the range are given. cCalculated CQ values were obtained 
using a nuclear quadrupole moment of -220 mb.91 dAll η values were given equal probability. eThe 
values correspond to the average and standard deviation of the 45Sc NMR parameters calculated 
for 2 when considering 5 different grafting locations. fThe values correspond to the average and 
standard deviation of the 45Sc NMR parameters calculated for 10 MD snapshots (δiso) and 60 MD 
snapshots (|CQ|) of the same structure for 2. gThe values correspond to the average and standard 
deviation of the 45Sc NMR parameters calculated for 3 when considering 3 different grafting 
locations. hThe values correspond to the average, and standard deviation, of the 45Sc NMR 
parameters calculated for 4 when considering 3 different grafting locations. Non-averaged values 
are reported in the supporting information.

Figure 7. (a) 13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR pulse sequence. Note that REDOR recoupling is used with 
an XY-8 phase cycle. A dashed pulse on the 45Sc channel indicates that this pulse is either applied 
or ignored to acquire the S and S0 signals, respectively; in the case of 13C the 45Sc pulse was split 
into two 0.75tR pulses since simultaneous pulsing at the 13C and 45Sc channels was not possible. 
The structure for the grafted complex 2 is shown in (b) with the 13C and 15N sites labeled according 
to the 13C{1H} and 15N{1H} CPMAS NMR spectra in (c) and (d), respectively. There, an asterisk 
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is used to denote the resonance from a partial degradation product. 13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR 
dephasing curves are shown in (e) for the four sites along with the simulated dephasing curves 
calculated using the DFT-optimized structure of 2, demonstrating the good agreement with this 
structure. Error bars in (e) correspond to the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratios.

The DFT-optimized structures discussed above can also be directly compared to 
experiment using dipolar coupling measurements if the dynamics of the complex can be eliminated 
by freezing the sample at 100 K in the presence of a solvent (1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, TCE, in 
this case). As such we performed 13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR experiments using DNP to help 
sensitize the difficult natural abundance experiments. These experiments enable for the 
measurement of the radial C-Sc and N-Sc distances in the complex, which in particular can help 
distinguish configuration 5 from the others. In contrast with the 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR experiments, 
here we used REDOR recoupling,58 as opposed to SR42

1, due to its  larger dipolar scaling factor, 2
which enables for the measurement of longer distances (see Figure 7a). The 13C and 15N CPMAS 
spectra, and their corresponding RESDOR data are shown in Figure 7. Three 13C chemical shifts 
and a single 15N chemical shift are observed. Smaller secondary resonances are also observed that 
increase in prominence with air exposure and were thus assigned to partial decomposition 
products. Importantly, the experiment conclusively showed that all 15N sites in the sample are 
coordinated to scandium and as such structure 5 can be eliminated. We note that we cannot 
differentiate structures 2 or 4 on the basis of the aforementioned NMR experiments but we found 
4 to be dynamically unstable through molecular dynamics simulations, converting to 5 within mere 
picoseconds. As such, it is likely that 2 is the dominant configuration for the grafted complex. 
Indeed, when taking the DFT-optimized structure for 2 directly for the calculation of the 
13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR dephasing curves we find a remarkable agreement with all four curves, 
further corroborating our conclusion that the complex grafts to form the monopodal complex 2. 
Note also, that the rigidity of the complex under DNP conditions was confirmed through the 
acquisition of a DNP-enhanced 13C{1H} wPDLF experiment which showed that the only dynamic 
motions at play at 100 K are the methyl rotations (Figure 8). 

Figure 8. 13C{1H} wPDLF dipolar spectra of the grafted complex 2 (left). The spectra are labelled 
A-C using the structure of the left. The bottom spectra (black) were acquired at 100 K using DNP 
and in the presence of frozen TCE and demonstrate that the complex is rigid under these 
conditions, with the exception of methyl rotations. The top spectra (red) were acquired on a dry 
sample at room temperature and show the averaging of the iPr 13C-1H dipolar coupling, by a factor 
of 0.60, due to molecular dynamics. The amidinate ligand as a whole (A) does not seem to undergo 
significant motions.
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4.2.2. Dynamics

Having identified the configuration of the grafted complex produced when 1 was reacted 
with silica (2), it is of interest to analyze how this structure varies as a function of time and how 
these dynamics are contrasted by those observed for the molecular analogue 1. To this end we 
performed a 13C{1H} wPDLF experiment at room temperature on the dry sample (see Figure 8). 
The experiment showed that the complex was rigidly bound to the silica surface with carbon ‘A’ 
having an order parameter of nearly 1 (see Table 2). As such, there was no evidence of significant 
Si-O or O-Sc rotations as have been previous noted in other silica-supported species.42,43 The 
isopropyl groups, however, were themselves quite dynamic with order parameters in the range of 
0.6 and the lineshape on the wPDLF spectrum suggesting that there may be several overlapping 
order parameters for this moiety, perhaps from the four different iPr groups on a given metal 
complex. Importantly, the  value of 0.6 is far larger than the value of 0.33 that is expected in 〈𝑆〉
the case of a freely-rotating iPr group, as was observed in the case of 1, suggested that the rotations 
of the iPr groups may be impeded by them coming into contact with the silica surface.

Table 2. Experimental and calculated dipolar order parameters.

sample (amidinate)〈𝑺〉 (iPr)〈𝑺〉 (CH3)a〈𝑺〉 (Sc-amidinate)〈𝑺〉
1 0.12 ± 0.06 0.04 ± 0.03 <0.02 0.20 ± 0.03
2, expt. 0.92 ± 0.10 0.60 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.05 1.0 ± 0.1
2, MD 0.39, 0.41 0.13, 0.19, 0.23 0.25 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.08 0.45, 0.47
2, MDb 1.00 0.52, 0.52, 0.60, 0.72 0.17, 0.17 0.20, 0.24 1.00

a The MD time trace was too short to produce a statistical methyl rotation and as such the calculated 
methyl order parameters were simply calculated as (CH3) = (iPr)/3. bThis corresponds to the 〈𝑆〉 〈𝑆〉
same MD run albeit while only considering the rotations of the iPr groups, fixing the 〈𝑆〉
(amidinate) and (Sc-amidinate) values to 1.0.〈𝑆〉

The observation that the complex possesses rigid Si-O and O-Sc bonds is also corroborated 
by a 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR experiment which had a remarkable agreement with the predicted 
dephasing curve simulated assuming an order parameter  of 1 (Figure 9 and Table 2). Note that 〈𝑆〉
this order parameter is expected to be slightly larger than the 1H-13C order parameter from carbon 
‘A’ as the distance between the two coupled spin is greater and requires larger amplitude motions 
to average. The 45Sc NMR spectra are also temperature independent (Figure S5), indicating again 
that there are no reorientations of the Sc EFG tensor at room temperature.
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Figure 9. 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR dephasing curve acquired on the grafted complex 2. Significant 
dephasing could only be observed for the amidinate 1H. The simulated curve corresponds to an 
order parameter of 1, corroborating the 13C{1H} wPDLF observation that the amidinate ligands 
possess rigid orientations.

In order to interpret these data and gain a better understanding of the factors that influence 
the dynamics of the supported complex we performed DFT-based molecular dynamics calculations 
of 2. The complex was allowed to freely evolve over a period of 100 ps over which the structure 
was stored every 10 fs, allowing for the calculation dipolar order parameters according to the 
procedure outlined in section 3.1. The averaging of the 1H-45Sc order parameter as well as the 
amidinate and iPr 1H-13C order parameters are plotted as a function of the evolution time in Figure 
10; a similar plot was calculated for 3 and is shown in Figure S9. Unlike experiment, the molecular 
dynamics simulations predict that the complex freely rotates about the bonds connecting it to the 
silica surface. In fact the order parameters predicted for the 1H-45Sc and 1H-13C dipolar couplings 
to the amidinate site decreased to 0.45 and 0.40, respectively (Table 2), far below the experimental 
values of 1.0 and 0.92 and even outpacing the mobility of the iPr moieties that experimentally had 
order parameters in the range of 0.60.

Figure 10. Results from the DFT-MD simulation of complex 2. The order parameters for the 45Sc-
amidinate 1H dipolar coupling (a), the amidinate 13C{1H} dipolar coupling (b), and iPr 13C{1H} 
dipolar coupling (c) are shown as a function of the simulation time. The methyl 13C{1H} order 
parameters are not shown given that a longer simulation time is needed to perform full methyl 
rotations, instead it can be assumed to be 1/3 of the value in (c). Curves in red and black correspond 
to opposing ligands and the dashed and solid lines in (c) and (d) correspond to opposing iPr 
moieties from the same ligand. In (d) the histograms of the iPr-CH and amidinate N-C dihedral 
angle (ϕ) are shown. 

To explain this finding, we hypothesized that the complex may be forming a second 
interaction with the surface to either a silanol (structure 4) or a siloxane bridge. This last interaction 
has been postulated a number of times, particularly for d0 metals such as Sc.89,90,92-99 As such we 
DFT-optimized both of these structures onto an amorphous silica surface and proceeded to 
calculate their structural evolutions. The first complex (4) was found to rapidly convert to 5 
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through the protonation of one of its amidinate ligands. Given that 5 can be disregarded based on 
our DNP-enhanced 13C/15N{45Sc} RESPDOR measurements, structure 4 was thus also eliminated. 
The complex forming a dative interaction with a surface siloxane could be successfully optimized 
using DFT, indicating that it may be stable at 0 K. When a molecular dynamics calculation was 
performed at a temperature of 300 K, however, the complex was found to quickly break its 
siloxane-scandium bond, yielding a complex 2, effecting once-again pronounced surface-metal 
rotations. As such, we found this bonding motif to also be kinetically unstable at experimentally-
relevant temperatures (videos of the simulations are provided as supporting information). It is 
possible that the bulkier bidentate ligands found in this complex disfavor the formation of a weak 
siloxane-scandium dative interaction. Such interactions are also likely more probable in the case 
where the rotations of the complex are prevented through additional metal-surface interactions, as 
is the case for di- or tripodal complexes.98

Although it is difficult to say with certainty, it would appear that the restricted motions of 
the complex are of a steric nature. Most DFT calculations were performed on fairly flat substrates, 
while in reality the silica surface is far less uniform and could restrict the larger amplitude motions 
of the complex.100 This is in agreement with prior work that has shown that the dynamics of silane 
functionalities are affected by the synthetic approach used to make the silica.43 We have also 
attempted to release the complex and enable its free rotation by wetting it with benzene or 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane, and also by dehydroxylating the surface at a higher temperature of 700 °C. None 
of these experiments reduced the 1H{45Sc} RESPDOR dephasing rate, indicating that the complex 
remained rigidly confined on the surface (see supporting information).

If we analyze instead only the dynamics of the iPr moieties of the ligands while 
disregarding the dynamics of the metal, we find that the molecular dynamics simulations are able 
to quantitatively reproduce the experimental order parameters. To do this, we extracted the H-C-
C-H dihedral angle describing the orientation of the isopropyl group relative to the amidinate 
backbone. A histogram of this dihedral angle for all four iPr groups on complex 2 is shown in 
Figure 10b, along with the definition of the angle in question. Generally, the moieties tend to 
minimize the steric interactions between the methyl groups and the amidinate, preferring dihedrals 
of 0° and 180°. Each ligand has a single iPr group that is more dynamic and another that is more 
rigid, overwhelmingly preferring dihedrals near 0°. By averaging over this motion alone, the iPr 
order parameter is increased to values ranging from 0.52 to 0.72, in agreement with the 
experimentally determined value of 0.60 (see Table 2). As such while molecular dynamics 
simulations did not reproduce the dynamics of the metal, it did successfully replicate the dynamics 
of the iPr groups.

To better visualize the mobility of the iPr groups, we can utilize the familiar thermal 
ellipsoids used in crystallography and, like crystallography, draw the ellipsoids covering a range 
with a 50% probability of finding the atom in question. The obtained thermal ellipsoids can be 
visualized in Figure 11 along with the static DFT-optimized structure of 2. One of the two 
amidinate ligands can be seen to have more dynamic iPr moieties. This ligand featured the most 
rearrangement in the molecular dynamics simulation and is located above a crevice in the silica 
surface. The other ligand would appear to have hindered iPr dynamics presumably due to steric 
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interactions with the surface, in agreement with our hypothesis that these interactions may be 
responsible for limiting the dynamics of the complex. 

 

Figure 11. Three-dimensional depictions of the static, DFT-optimized and NMR-validated, 
structure of 2 (left) as well as its dynamic analogue (right), determined using a combination of 
dynamic NMR measurements and molecular dynamics simulations. Thermal ellipsoids are used 
to depict the available range of motions (right); methyl hydrogen atoms were removed for clarity. 
The ellipsoids correspond to the volume encompassing a 50% probability of finding the given 
atom. 

5. Conclusions

We have investigated the dynamics of a scandium amidinate complex both in the molecular 
form in the crystal as well as grafted onto a silica surface using multinuclear and multidimensional 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The molecular complex was found to undergo nearly isotropic 
motions in the crystal with a cube-like reorientation symmetry. In addition, in this complex the 
order parameters for the iPr moieties were found to be roughly 1/3 those of the central amidinate 
carbon, suggesting that they undergo free rotation.

1H-1H double-quantum correlation spectroscopy, 45Sc MAS NMR, and DNP-enhanced 
13C/15N{45Sc} distance measurements were used, in combination with DFT, to determine the 
configuration of the grafted species. It was determined that it coordinates to the surface in a 
monopodal fashion and retained two of its original three amidinate ligands. Dynamic NMR 
experiments utilizing 1H-13C and 1H-45Sc dipolar coupling showed that unlike the molecular 
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species, the motions of the grafted species were severely hindered. The complex was not observed 
to undergo motion about its bond anchoring it to the surface and the only dynamics were those of 
the iPr groups. These were also observed to have hindered rotations, having greater local order 
parameters than those measured in the free complex. Molecular dynamics calculations were 
applied to interpret the experimentally determined order parameters. The simulations performed 
on flat silica surfaces all led to the free rotation of the complex on the surface, in contrast with 
experiment. While we hypothesized that a secondary siloxane-metal interaction may be fixing the 
orientation of the complex, such an interaction was found to be kinetically unstable by molecular 
dynamics calculations and thus we conclude that the dynamics are likely restricted by steric 
interactions with the silica surface. Nevertheless, the molecular dynamics calculations were able 
to replicate the dynamics of the iPr groups, enabling the experimental solution of a dynamic three-
dimensional structure for a supported metal complex.
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